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VOCODERS IN TANDEM

Speech intelligibility of two types of vocoders was measured using the modified rhyme test. One type of vocoder, a continuous variable slope delta (CVSD), was a waveform encoder. The other type, an advanced multi-band excitation (AMBE), was a parametric encoder. In the first experiment, clear speech was processed through the vocoders. Intelligibility was measured in a control condition, i.e. without vocoding, with each type alone and with two vocoders in tandem. AMBE and CVSD performed similarly, 92.6 and 90.4%, respectively. CVSD-to-AMBE had little effect on intelligibility, measured at 89.2%. However, AMBE-to-CVSD had a large degrading effect on intelligibility. The AMBE-to-CVSD direction scored about 81.7% intelligibility with clear, unaltered speech signals. The asymmetry between waveform-to-parametric and parametric-to-waveform encoders underscores the non-linear nature of tandem vocoders on intelligibility. When vocoders of the same type were in tandem, there was no additional effect on intelligibility. The double CVSD condition yielded 92.2% intelligibility and the double AMBE condition yielded 91%. The deleterious effects of speech clipping were measured in a second experiment, as these are ubiquitous in military radio transmission systems. The AMBE parametric vocoder performed at the 88% level in isolation and at 84% when tandemed with the CVSD waveform vocoder. Alternative methods of encoding speech signals are being explored to improve speech intelligibility performance in military communication systems.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are two general classes of vocoders used in military communication systems today; these are parametric and waveform vocoders. Waveform vocoding techniques, such as continuous variable slope delta (CVSD), are highly resistant to noise and bit error effects [1, 2]. Parametric encoders, such as advanced multi-band excitation (AMBE) [3], greatly reduce signal bandwidth, which is helpful in reducing encryption processing requirements and the cost of transmitting a wide band signal. Both waveform and parametric vocoders can provide good speech intelligibility alone at adequate bandwidths [4]. However, a “staging” or “tandem” problem occurs when waveform encoders and parametric encoders are placed in sequence in a given communication system [5]. The distortion of the speech waveform produced by the first vocoder causes the second vocoder to severely distort the speech waveform, thereby reducing the overall intelligibility.

Vocoder algorithms have typically been developed to reduce bandwidth for long distance or secure communications [6, 7]. These devices are not necessarily designed to be compatible in conjunction with other types of vocoders. Military communication systems are likely to have legacy equipment, which will include parametric [7] and waveform types of vocoders [8]. In future military operations, speech communications are likely to occur among more operators from multiple points in the chain of command.
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The tandem problem will potentially increase as remote-controlled air vehicles become more numerous in military operations. Operators of remote-control reconnaissance and attack air vehicles, such as the Global Hawk and uninhabited combat aerial vehicles (UCAVS), must communicate with civilian air traffic controllers and military command and control personnel. Ground troops equipped with satellite phones will need to communicate with other military operators via multiple communication links. Achieving good speech intelligibility over such multiple-link communication systems will be critical for safely and efficiently accomplishing military missions.

The test objective was to measure the effects of continuous variable slope delta (CVSD) and advanced multi-band excitation (AMBE) vocoding algorithms on speech intelligibility. These components are considered the critical links in the air traffic controller (ATC) to UAV ground control station communication path. A typical communication path is depicted in Figure 1. Note that the communication can go in both directions from the air traffic controller and the UAV ground control station. The direction of the path determines the order of the vocoders in tandem.

Figure 1: Depiction of communication paths from air traffic controllers to a UAV command and control station
2.0 METHODS

2.1 Equipment
The Air Force Research Laboratory’s Battlespace Acoustics Branch (AFRL/HECB) operates and maintains unique facilities for researching and developing voice communication systems for military operating environments. The Voice Communication Research and Evaluation System (VOCRES) [9] is capable of simulating all parts of the military communication path from the talker, via the medium, to the receiver. The six modified rhyme test (MRT) [10] lists of 50 words each were read by three male and three female talkers and recorded in 16 bit format. The speech stimuli were pre-processed off-line using a Windows 98 PC, a 4.8 kbps AMBE processor, and a 16 kbps CVSD algorithm. The processed speech files were played back to the panel of professional listeners. The two types of vocoders were staged together and in both directions of the communication path. Listeners wore H-157A headsets at the response desks of VOCRES.

2.2 Subjects
Five listeners participated in the vocoder studies. The paid volunteer subjects ranged in age from 18 to 51 years with a mean age of 27 years. Each volunteer subject had normal hearing threshold levels and consented to participate in the speech intelligibility experiments.

2.3 Procedures
The degrading effects of the vocoding by single and tandem systems on speech intelligibility were measured using the MRT. The MRT is one of three standardized procedures for measuring the intelligibility of speech over communication systems. The speech utterances were recorded with the test word imbedded in a carrier phrase to reduce the deleterious effects of the attack portion of the automatic gain control circuitry on the intelligibility of the initial consonant. In each session, six pre-recorded talkers processed with the vocoders were played to listeners in a quiet environment. Responses were automatically collected and scored by the computers in the VOCRES facility. Baseline conditions were tested in which each talker’s voice was processed with each class of vocoder in isolation and in tandem with each other.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Unaltered Speech Vocoded in Tandem
The first experiment determined the performance of the vocoders with unaltered (clear) speech signals. Raw data scores were corrected for guessing by using the formula of 2.4 times the raw number correct out of 50 minus 20. The mean and standard deviations for percent correct intelligibility are plotted in Figure 2. The percent correct values of speech intelligibility were measured to be 96.3% for the control condition of no vocoders, 92.6% for AMBE-alone, 90.4% for CVSD-alone, 89.2% for CVSD-AMBE, and 81.7% for AMBE-CVSD. In the like-vocoder condition, speech intelligibility was found to be 92.2% for CVSD-to-CVSD and 92.6% for AMBE-to-AMBE.
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Figure 2: Speech intelligibility versus vocoder type with unaltered speech

Figure 3: Speech intelligibility versus vocoder type and speech attribute with unaltered speech
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the speech intelligibility data. Percent correct scores were subjected to an arc-sine transformation before the ANOVA was performed [11]. The ANOVA revealed a main effect for vocoder type \( (F=2.75(6, 6), p=.042) \). A post hoc least significant difference (LSD) analysis was performed on the main effects to look for differences among vocoders. The control condition of no vocoding and the AMBE-to-CVSD tandem condition were found to be different than other vocoder conditions.

The data were further analyzed by the effects of vocoding on the manner of articulation. The speech attributes included stop, fricative, nasal, liquid, glide, and phonemic absence. The mean values are shown in Figure 3 for each of the seven vocoding conditions. A two-way ANOVA again revealed a main effect for vocoder type \( (F=12.75(6, 6), p=.006) \) and a main effect for attribute \( (F=14.53(6, 6), p=.002) \). A post hoc LSD analysis was performed on the speech attribute data. Stops, fricatives, and nasals were found not to be significantly different from each other. Liquid, glide, and absent attributes were also found not to be different from each other.

### 3.2 Clipped Speech Vocoded in Tandem

The second experiment was designed to measure the performance of the vocoders with hard clipped speech signals at 10 dB down from the peak. The mean and standard deviations for percent correct intelligibility are plotted in Figure 4. The percent correct values of speech intelligibility were measured to be 96.3% for the control condition of no vocoders, 92% for AMBE-alone, 87% for CVSD-alone, 84% for CVSD-AMBE, and 75% for AMBE-CVSD. In the like-vocoder condition, speech intelligibility was found to be 90.2% for CVSD-to-CVSD and 82.6% for AMBE-to-AMBE.

A one-way analysis of variance was performed on the speech intelligibility data. Percent correct scores were subjected to an arc-sine transformation before the ANOVA was performed [11]. The ANOVA revealed a main effect for vocoder type \( (F=2.45(6, 6), p=.048) \). A post hoc LSD analysis was performed on the data to look for differences among vocoders. The control condition of no vocoding, AMBE, and CVSD were found to be not different from each other. The four tandem conditions, AMBE-to-CVSD, CVSD-to-AMBE, AMBE-to-AMBE, and CVSD-to-CVSD, were found to be not different from each other.

The data were further analyzed by the effects of vocoding on the manner of articulation. The speech attributes included stop, fricative, nasal, liquid, glide, and phonemic absence. The mean values are shown in Figure 5 for each of the seven vocoding conditions. A two-way ANOVA again revealed a main effect for vocoder type \( (F=8.45(6, 6), p=.012) \) and a main effect for attribute \( (F=3.53(6, 6), p=.042) \). A post hoc LSD analysis was performed on the speech attribute data. Stops, fricatives, and nasals were not found to be significantly different from each other. Liquid, glide, and absent attributes were also found not to be different from each other.
4.0 DISCUSSION

Both vocoders performed well with clean speech inputs. However, the AMBE parametric type of encoder performed much worse with the clipped speech than did the CVSD encoder. The CVSD vocoder was not able to process the output of the AMBE vocoder well. Conversely, the AMBE vocoder was able to process the output of the CVSD vocoder when unaltered speech was used. The CVSD vocoder performed well despite its simple algorithm and lack of knowledge of speech characteristics.
The effects of tandem vocoding and speech clipping were investigated in the current study. Many natural environmental factors and hostile jamming devices can potentially degrade the end-to-end speech intelligibility of the communication system. Deleterious effects include radio frequency channel noise, signal loss over long transmission distances, ambient acoustic noise at the talker or listener locations, encryption errors, bandwidth limitations, channel bit errors in the digital link, and burst disturbances. All of these factors and possibly more can have a degrading effect on speech intelligibility.

An implicit question in all speech intelligibility measurements is how much intelligibility is good enough for a given application. MIL-STD-1472F [12], the Department of Defense Design Criteria Standard for Human Engineering, suggests 91% intelligibility performance should be achieved on the MRT for operational military communication equipment and 97% performance for critical communications. Most military operators consider a voice communication system with 80% or better performance on the MRT to be acceptable, those between 70 and 80% to be marginal, and those below 70% to be unacceptable [4]. A further consideration is that air traffic controllers who are non-native speakers of English need a voice communication system with higher than normally acceptable speech intelligibility levels, i.e. greater than 80% with the MRT.

Since CVSD was developed in the 1970’s, other waveform coding schemes have been created. Two such methods are adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM) and voice over internet protocol (VOIP). Each of these methods can out-perform CVSD in unperturbed, laboratory environments. However, all three react differently to disturbances in real-world environments. ADPCM is slightly more tolerant of bit error rates than CVSD, but requires more bandwidth to accomplish that level of performance [2]. VOIP issues deal with delay, jitter, and packet loss during transmission over digital communication links [6]. Further research is needed to understand the trade-offs between disturbances on speech intelligibility with VOIP techniques. The interaction of new and legacy vocoders when coupled in tandem should be investigated before such new systems are introduced into military communication systems.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Speech intelligibility performance of two types of vocoders was measured with clear, recorded speech and altered speech, hard clipped at 10 dB. The waveform vocoder was a continuous variable slope detector (CVSD) and the parametric encoder was the advanced multi-band excitation (AMBE) encoder. Intelligibility was measured in a control condition, with each type, in tandem with the opposite type, and in tandem with the same type. The AMBE and CVSD methods performed well in isolation, measured at 92.6 and 90.4% intelligibility, respectively. The CVSD-to-AMBE direction had little effect on intelligibility, measured at 89.2%. However, the AMBE-to-CVSD direction had a large degrading effect on intelligibility, 81.7%. The addition of a second vocoder of the same type had little effect on intelligibility. Intelligibility with the clipped speech input signals was generally lower than with the unaltered speech signals. Intelligibility levels in the tandem conditions with clipped speech were lower than with the unaltered speech, except for CVSD-AMBE.

A finer analysis of the effects of clipping and vocoding on speech intelligibility was evidenced in the phonemic analysis. Stops, fricatives, and nasals were adversely affected by the processing through a single vocoder and especially with dissimilar vocoders in tandem. Clipping had a large effect on all phoneme identifications. Liquids and glides were unaffected by vocoding in the clear speech condition, but were reduced in intelligibility by vocoding in the clipped speech condition.

The combination of two vocoders in tandem generally reduced performance in a non-linear way, especially in the clipped speech conditions. The asymmetry between waveform-to-parametric and parametric-to-waveform
encoders underscores the non-linear nature of tandem vocoders on intelligibility. Consideration should be
given to the application of new vocoding techniques when embedded in military environments with legacy
vocoders, such as the CVSD algorithm. Alternative methods of encoding speech signals are being explored to
improve speech intelligibility performance in military communication systems.
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